We investigate the influence of surface chemistry and ion confinement on capacitance and electrosorption dynamics of room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) in supercapacitors. Using air oxidation and vacuum annealing, we produced defunctionalized and oxygen-rich surfaces of carbide-derived carbons (CDCs) and graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs). While oxidized surfaces of porous CDCs improve capacitance and rate handling abilities of ions, defunctionalized nonporous GNPs improve charge storage densities on planar electrodes. Quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) and inelastic neutron scattering (INS) probed the structure, dynamics, and orientation of RTIL ions confined in divergently functionalized pores. Oxidized, ionophilic surfaces draw ions closer to pore surfaces and enhance potential-driven ion transport during electrosorption. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations corroborated experimental data and demonstrated the significance of surface functional groups on ion orientations, accumulation densities, and capacitance.
■ INTRODUCTION
Electrochemical capacitors, which are conventionally known as supercapacitors, offer high energy and power densities, extended cycle lifetimes, and a broad operating temperature range. 1 The fundamental charge storage mechanism involves voltage-driven electrosorption of ions from bulk electrolyte into layers of co-ions and counterions on electrode surfaces. 2 Although recent insights have broadened the understanding of this charging process and assessed the electrode−electrolyte interface beyond the classical Helmholtz−Gouy−Stern doublelayer approach, 2−4 computational and experimental findings still struggle to identify and decouple all relevant parameters. 5, 6 Most studies have focused on the ratio of ion size to pore size, 7, 8 along with electrode curvature effects, 9−12 to describe the fundamental influence of electrolyte dynamics on capacitance. However, very few efforts investigated the influence of surface composition and structure, including chemical species and structural defects, on interaction of electrolytes with electrodes under (1) neutral conditions, (2) static applied potentials, and (3) dynamic fluctuating voltage processes. Approaches that tackle this information gap must decouple ion confinement from functionalized surface effects and correlate experimental findings with computational models to provide novel comprehensive insights into supercapacitor charging processes.
Most experimental and computational studies have treated carbon electrodes as idealized surfaces with no remarkable, heterogeneous features. Typical approaches simplify the structures down to conductive planar graphene sheets or cylindrical nanotubes. 6, 13 However, experimentally produced porous and nonporous carbons feature reactive edge sites, semiconductive electronic band structures, and synthesisdependent robust surface chemistries. Our prior efforts, which defunctionalized porous carbons via vacuum annealing, contradicted conventional wisdom and underscored the beneficial influences of surface groups and graphitic defects on capacitance.
14 These defects interact with electrolytes at the fluid−solid interface (FSI). Surface functional groups (−O, −N, −H, etc.) may distort ideal graphene's π−π bonding symmetry and increase theoretical quantum capacitance by 15− 50 μF cm −2 . 15−17 On the other hand, specific chemical species (−OH, −R−O−R−, etc.) may interact with ions and selectively influence their orientation on the functionalized pore wall, impeding their mobility and depressing C sp by 2−3 μF cm −2 .
5,18
Finally, certain groups (−HCOO, −O−CO, etc.) may sterically hinder ion movement by electrosorbing ions at narrow pore openings and blocking rapid electrolyte transport. 19, 20 At the same time, functional groups depress intrinsic metallic-like conductivity of carbon electrodes. Electrically resistive pore walls cannot effectively screen co-ions via image forces and, subsequently, exhibit lower charge storage densities. 21 Ion confinement and pore size have a strong influence on the net effects of surface chemistry and disorder at the electrode− electrolyte interface. Electrolytes assemble into short-range clusters inside of pores to minimize the free energies of systems. Although confined ions typically exhibit lower mobilities than their bulk counterparts, 22 lower electrolyte densities (ρ ≈ 0.8ρ bulk ) maximize ion transport rates. 23 Furthermore, lower pore loading results in localized clustering of ions and heterogeneous pore filling in terms of local densities. 24 Such strong composition variations may yield unexpected effects, and confined ions may become more mobile than bulk electrolyte species. 13 Finally, surface functional groups, which may attract (or repel) such charge agglomerations, influence ion density and resulting electrolyte dynamics. 25, 26 The coarse-grained lattice gas model approach 27 cannot be directly applied to heterogeneous, semidisordered carbon−electrolyte interfaces. The density of electrolyte filling in porous systems depends on the intrinsic properties of electrosorbed electrolytes. Roomtemperature ionic liquid (RTIL) electrolytes, such as 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
, do not require solvent to exhibit fluidlike mobility and dynamics in pores. However, they demonstrate a certain degree of ion−ion correlation in the bulk state and weak solvation radii of cations and anions around each other. 19, 28 The molecules typically feature functional groups with strong dipole moments (C−F, SO, −S−N−S−, etc.) and interact with surface charges and functional groups. Depending on the matching electrode−electrolyte surface chemistries, the FSI may be either ionophilic or ionophobic, which, in turn, may align the ions in parallel or perpendicular configurations with respect to pore walls. 29−31 Although prior research has demonstrated improved ionophilicity of oxygenrich pores and correlated functional group content with rate handling capabilities, 32 differences in ion dynamics between oxidized and defunctionalized pore systems are not yet certain. Since the cations and anions of RTILs typically feature different sizes and functional groups (with different dipole moments), 30 simulations 23 and initial experimental data 32 predict different dynamics for each. MD simulations predict that alkyl chains (on imidazolium-based cations) take advantage of lower pore fillings and occupy leftover void space in the pores. 33 These significant ion density and dynamics transformations likely govern capacitive behavior.
To determine the influence of electrode surface composition on capacitance and ion dynamics, we evaluated porous and nonporous carbon structures with divergent functional group compositions. Our work focused on the influence of oxygencontaining moieties since they are very common in experimental electrode materials, such as activated carbons or reduced graphene oxides. We modified synthesis and surface treatment conditions to yield defunctionalized and oxidized pore walls without modifying the ordered porosities of the systems. We combined electrochemical measurements of these systems with neutron characterization of ion mobilities, densities, and vibration energies and molecule-to-molecule correlation lengths. Finally, we correlated our fundamental findings with MD simulations of ion accumulation and arrangement on defunctionalized and oxidized surfaces, both in narrow pores and on planar electrodes, to determine the influence of molecular arrangement of ions on supercapacitor's performance.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. For a porous carbon model system with an internal surface and high porosity, we used 1.0 μm particles of carbide-derived carbon (CDC) synthesized from SiC. Using a previously described procedure, 34 flowing Cl 2 (g) etched the carbide precursor at 900°C, and H 2 (g) annealed it at 600°C in a quartz tube furnace. 35 For a nonporous model system, we used commercially available graphene nanoplatelets (GNP, XG Sciences), which are multilayer (10−100 layers) graphene flakes with 1−5 μm cross-sectional diameters. 36 A graphite furnace (Solar Atmospheres) annealed and defunctionalized the surfaces of both carbon materials at 1400°C in a high vacuum (10 −6 Torr) for 8 h (these CDC and GNP materials are hereafter referred to as "defunctionalized"). 37 To determine the appropriate air treatment conditions for surface oxidation without pore activation and restructuring, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) identified oxidation onset temperatures (99.5% remaining mass). Using these findings, flowing dry air (<0.01 ppm of H 2 O) oxidized CDC (at 400°C) and GNP (485°C) in a tube furnace (these are hereafter referred to as "oxidized").
38
Baseline reference flat carbon material experiments repeated the same vacuum annealing and air oxidation steps (at 485°C) on commercially available graphite foil (Toyo Tanso, 0.380 mm thick). ], IoLiTeC) filled 100% of available pore volume of 0.5 g of each CDC variety via vacuum infiltration. 40 Neutron scattering experiments (described below) specifically used these "filled CDC" samples.
Intrinsic Material Characterization. Isothermal N 2 adsorption−desorption provided information about the porosities and specific surface areas (SSAs) of all materials. The Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) equation provided 41 SSA, and quenched solid density functional theory (QSDFT) modeling provided the pore size distribution information. 42 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) provided elemental analysis and functional group content information. TGA measurements in an inert environment (Ar) decomposed functional groups, and their relative quantities for each material were determined from the weight loss. ] droplets, and a digital camera provided contact angle measurements for surface hydrophobicity/ionophilicity comparisons. 43 Electrochemical Measurements. We used pouch cells for electrochemical measurements and tested the GNPs and CDCs using 85 μm thick freestanding electrode films (5% PTFE binder, 95% carbon). Both two-electrode (symmetrical electrode masses) and three-electrode (oversized activated carbon counter electrode, m el.counter ≫ m el.working , Ag/AgCl reference electrode wire) configurations implemented carboncoated current collectors and Celgard separator layers. 44 Cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and square-wave chronoamperometry (CA) techniques evaluated capacitance and ion dynamics. Calculations used the discharge curve to derive specific capacitance (C sp ) and normalized them by electrode mass and DFT-derived SSA of the PTFE-bound carbon electrode film. A 4-point probe (Jandel) measurement provided intrinsic electrical conductivities of electrode films.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article QENS Experiments. Defunctionalized and oxidized CDCs (both empty and filled with IL) were loaded into aluminum cans for quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) measurements at the Backscattering Spectrometer (BASIS, BL-2 beamline of the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)). 45 Measurements used a neutron momentum transfer 0.4 Å −1 < Q < 1.6 Å −1 range and, with a Double Lorentzian fit, 46 determined the component width and elastic scattering fraction for Q values binned equidistantly at 0.2 Å −1 . INS Measurements. Empty CDC and filled CDC materials, along with bulk ionic liquid, were loaded into similar aluminum cans for inelastic neutron scattering (INS) measurements at the Vibrational Spectrometer (VISION) 16B beamline of the SNS. 47 The samples were cooled to 5 K to reduce the effects of the Debye−Waller factor, and measurements of vibrational mode intensities were carried out in the 1−1000 meV energy transfer range. The background from the instrument and sample holder was subtracted to obtain the INS spectra from the empty CDC as well as the filled CDC cells. The empty CDC spectra were then scaled (by mass) and subtracted from the filled CDC spectra to analyze solely bulk
] and the IL when confined in defunctionalized and oxidized pores.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Computational analyses of ionic liquid electrolytes inside of CDC pores used the molecular dynamics package GROMACS. 48 The force field for the ionic liquid was derived from previously published MD allatom force fields, 49, 50 and the AMBER force field described the electrode atoms. 51 The configuration of the hydroxyl group on the surface was taken from the DFT work of Yan et al. 52 The temperature was maintained via the Nośe−Hoover thermostat. 53 Net charges were added uniformly to the atoms of the innermost layers to generate different applied potentials. The surface charge density on each electrode was equal but with opposite sign to keep the neutrality of the whole system. For channel simulations, the slab-PME method computed the electrostatic interaction in the two-dimensional periodic geometry. 54 The vertical box length was set to five times the electrode separation distance to ensure that the accuracy of electrostatic force calculation was comparable to that calculated from a two-dimensional Ewald method. Slit pore simulations used a normal PME method. 55 Each simulation was initialized at 800 K and was, subsequently, annealed to 298 K over 8 ns. After 8 ns of equilibration at 298 K, 10 ns production runs were carried out. The electrolyte was enclosed between two parallel electrodes, with a separation distance of 8 nm to guarantee a bulk-like behavior of the electrolyte in the channel center. The pristine graphene electrode was modeled as three stacked layers with a 0.34 nm gap between each pair of neighboring sheets. Oxidized graphene electrodes were modeled by adding −OH groups to the innermost layers of the pristine graphene electrodes at regular intervals to create an overall specified level of oxidation. All sp 2 carbon atoms remained rigid, while sp
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of Defunctionalized and Oxidized Carbons. In order to decouple the influence of oxygen-containing groups from pore diameter and ion confinement, air oxidation conditions sufficiently modified surface chemistry without activating the material. As shown from gas sorption in Figure  1a and 1b, air oxidation of CDCs at 400°C and GNPs at 485°C
(shown in Figure S1 in SI) negligibly increased the SSA and pore volume without altering the narrow pore size distributions of either CDC or GNP. This approach agreed with previous air oxidation results. 56 While the CDC materials were mostly microporous (average d pore ≈ 0.62 nm), surface area of nanoplatelets originated from interparticle slits between the flakes and did not include any internal surface contributions. Porosity data for pure powders and electrode films are ] improved from 70.2°(on bare graphite) to 50.7°(on oxidized graphite), suggesting a more favorable interface and greater ionophilicity for the latter. The increase in wettability for the ionic liquid paralleled improved hydrophilicity of oxidized carbons (shown in Figure S2 in SI). 43 XPS analysis determined that oxidation-induced changes in surface elemental composition, as well as relative prevalence of deposited functional groups, were similar for both porous CDCs and nonporous GNPs. As summarized in Table 1 , oxygen content increased to 3.6 wt % (for GNP) and to 5.9% (for CDC) after air treatment. Deconvolution of C 1s and O 1s peaks ( Figures S3 and S4 in SI) demonstrated increased surface oxygen content by increased prevalence of carboxylic (−HCOO) and hydroxyl (H−O−C−) functional groups. Although 400−500°C dry air oxidation is expected to primarily yield carbonyls (−CO), 57 XPS analysis did not detect significant quantities of that species. The carbonyl peak shifted from ∼287 to 288.6 eV during oxidation and indicated that CO became part of an O−CO bonding configuration. Since the samples were exposed to ambient air after each treatment step, some H 2 O molecules likely reacted with leftover dangling bonds in the carbon structure. This explained the presence of hydrogen-containing groups, along with small oxygen quantities (0.7−1.1 wt %) in defunctionalized CDCs and GNPs.
Electrochemical Performance. Cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy tested the influences of functional groups in two-electrode, symmetrical experiments (m WE = m CE ) in dynamic potential conditions. The cycling used a 0.0 ↔ +2. ) at the same sweep rate. Defunctionalized CDCs exhibited drastic capacitance decays over the entire 0.5− ]. While the resistance contribution dominated the electrochemical impedance of defunctionalized CDC, oxidized CDCs became significantly more capacitive (vertical Re(Z) vs −Im(Z) relationship) at mid-to-low frequencies. Although oxidized carbon has a lower intrinsic electrical conductivity than defect-free graphene, 58 this effect was not significantly pronounced in electrode films. The 4-point probe conductivity measurements showed that oxidized electrodes (σ = 1.42 ± 0.09 S cm −1 ) were only slightly more resistive than the defunctionalized films (σ = 1.68 ± 0.09 S cm −1 ). EIS measurements, correspondingly, showed nearly identical equivalent series resistance (ESR) for the two materials and suggested that poor ion exchange and transport through ionophobic, defunctionalized pores was the strongest limiting factor that hindered electrosorption in pristine CDCs. Threeelectrode measurements (Figure 2d) anion showed the greatest rate limitation in defunctionalized pores, so its repulsion by defunctionalized surfaces more noticeably lowered C sp in annealed pores. This finding agreed with prior results. 23, 32 Square wave amperommetry measurements derived charge accumulation at given steady-state voltages (static conditions); these results are shown in Figure 3 . While charge accumulated more rapidly in oxidized CDCs (shown in Figure 3a and 3b) in line with dynamic potential experiments, the voltage vs charge relationship (Figure 3c) ] with nonporous defunctionalized and oxidized GNPs decoupled the influence of oxygen groups from ion confinement. As shown in Figure 4 , defunctionalized GNP surfaces exhibited superior performance during both dynamic and static electrochemical cycling conditions. Oxygen-free planar electrodes demonstrated greater capacitance and superior rate handing abilities (Figure 4a ) than their oxidized counterparts. Unlike internal surface CDC electrodes, the CV sweeps (Figure 4b ) for external surface GNP electrodes did not show any ion sieving or noticeable charge impedance. EIS analysis ( Figure S5 in SI) demonstrated similar ionic impedance during electrosorption for defunctionalized and oxidized GNPs throughout the entire frequency sweep range. Static CA voltage-dependent C sp densities for bare, defect-free graphene nanoflakes noticeably exceeded those of oxidized surfaces (Figure 4c) . Furthermore, unlike CDCs, charge accumulated at the same rate, regardless of electrode surface chemistries.
Electrochemistry analysis concluded that the presence of ionophilic oxygen groups on electrode surfaces had significantly different influences on C sp and ion dynamics in internal surface and external surface electrodes. The key electrochemical metrics of each system are summarized in Table 2 . Oxygen groups significantly favored rapid ion electrosorption into confined internal pores and facilitated short-ordered ion exchange during dynamic charge/discharge processes. The ionophilic CDC pores significantly improved the capacitance The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article and rate handling ability. However, greater mobility and capacitance in internal surfaces did not extend to external surfaces: defunctionalized, flat electrodes with no ion confinement outperformed the charge storage densities of oxidized surfaces and did not suffer from hindered RTIL dynamics. Subsequently, we can conclude that electrode−electrolyte interactions in narrow pores affect the packing density of ions with respect to pore walls and influence the conditions for ions to move past each other.
Probing Ion−Surface Interactions and Dynamics. ) demonstrated small but sizable differences in the microscopic dynamics of cations confined in defunctionalized and oxidized CDCs. A double-Lorentzian model scattering function successfully fit the scattering data to a Γ vs Q relationship (R(E) is the resolution function; (B(E) + C) is the linear background; δ(E) is the elastic scattering delta function centered at zero energy transfer; and x is the fraction of elastic scattering in the signal) 
The narrow Lorentzian component extracted from fits with eq 1 and 2 was Q-independent and comparable in width with the spectrometer resolution (3.5 μeV, fwhm). This component was attributed to the very slow localized ion dynamics. Figure  5b shows the width of the broad Lorentzian component extracted from the fits with eqs 1 and 2. As evidenced by the Qdependent broadening for Q > 1 Å −1 , this component originated from translational cation mobilities. Broadening plateau at low Q values indicated significant spatial constraints of ions. In both the low-Q and high-Q regimes, the width of the QENS signal was systematically broader for ions confined in oxidized pores. Due to significant confinement effects of narrow pores, ions could not demonstrate long-range translational motion and quantifiable diffusion coefficients. The low-Q broadening plateau specifically shows limited mobilities. However, systematically larger Γ values for ions in oxidized CDCs indicated improved mobility and reduced resistance during self-diffusion of ions through ionophilic pores. The analysis of the elastic scattering fraction in the QENS signal (Figure 5c ) indicated greater degree of scattering perceived as elastic on the resolution scale of the QENS experiment (∼0.4 ns) for ions confined in oxidized pores. Porosimetry analysis of filled pores (Figure 5d) ] were much larger than those for empty CDCs, and the latter were subtracted from the former. Total neutron scattering cross-section of hydrogen (σ H = 82.02 barns) is much larger than all other constituent atoms (5.551, 4.018, 11.51, 4.232, and 1.026 barns for C, F, N, O, and S, respectively). 59 Since the atomic contribution to the intensity of optical modes in the INS spectra is inversely proportional to ] was substantially different once it became confined in CDC pores. Since the intensities of VDOS in bulk and confined IL at high energies were very similar, the low-energy spectrum (≤60 meV) provided the most information. The dynamical structure factor, S(Q,E), measured by INS, can be expressed in one-phonon approximation as
and
G i H (E) and ⟨u i 2 ⟩ are the generalized density of vibrational states and mean squared displacement of the i hydrogen atom in the sample; n(E,T) is the Bose population factor; e i H (j, E j ) and E j are eigenvector and eigenenergy of normal vibration j; and the sum goes over all normal vibrations. The squared neutron momentum transfer Q 2 is almost proportional to the neutron energy transfer E in INS measurements at VISION. Therefore, Q 2 is relatively small at small energies. The Debye−Waller factor exp(−⟨u i 2 ⟩Q
2
) is close to 1, and INS spectra from ionic liquid are sufficiently intense.
The presence of higher intensity in the spectra of confined IL at low energies (<10 meV) resulted in larger mean squared displacement of hydrogen atoms of [
. Moreover, confinement of RTIL in CDC pores shifted all vibrational modes by ∼1−3 meV. Modes corresponding to 19.5 and 27 meV vibrational energies for bulk RTIL showed red-shifting (leftward) of the peaks by, respectively, 0.7 and 1.2 meV in confined CDCs. The peak at 46 meV was slightly split in bulk IL but more broadly split in confined IL. An extra peak appeared for confined IL at 55.3 meV (for both pore types) and at 14.5 meV (in defunctionalized pores 60, 61 the planar structure provides an extra peak at ∼55 meV. This peak was absent in the INS spectrum of the bulk solid IL (having nonplanar configuration) but present in the confined IL spectrum. Therefore, confined IL likely adopted planar [EMIm + ] orientations (similar to IL in liquid state). All vibrational modes of RTIL confined in defunctionalized pores were significantly narrower than those in oxidized CDCs. This suggested a more uniform local bonding environment (less structural disorder) and/or lower mobility (less dynamical disorder) of ions confined in defunctionalized, ionophobic pores.
Although the strengths of intermolecular interactions between the electrode and the electrolyte are difficult to calculate, they also significantly influence the thermal stability of confined [
. TGA in an inert environment determined the thermal decomposition profiles of bulk and confined RTIL. As shown in Figure 7 (with derivative shown as Figure S6 in SI), an onset of thermal breakdown (into CO 2 , CO, SO 2 , etc.) 62 of the bulk electrolyte (highest decomposition 453°C) occurred at a significantly higher temperature than its confined counterparts. Oxygen-containing groups significantly reduced the thermal stability of confined [EMIm + ][TFSI − ]: RTIL in oxidized CDCs (peak decomposition = 374°C) decomposed at a lower temperature than in defunctionalized CDC (peak decomposition = 395°C). Although kinetic effects likely contributed to thermal decomposition, observed differences underscored the significance of favorable electrode− electrolyte interfaces 63 and the strength of chemical intermolecular interactions that occurred between ions and functional groups in pores.
Oxidized surfaces noticeably increased the mobility of
] in confined pores for both electrosorption and self-diffusion. Oxygen-rich pore walls became more ionophilic and more strongly drew the molecules to surface groups. They particularly attracted the [TFSI − ] ions and drew them in the closest. Ionophobic surfaces repelled those ions and, in turn, drove electrolyte species toward centers of pores. Conversely, favorable electrode−electrolyte interactions attracted ions from midpore voids and achieved minimal separation in the fluid−solid interface. A similar situation was observed for water confined in nanotubes. It was repelled from the walls of hydrophobic carbon nanotubes and strongly attracted to oxygen and OH on the carbon surface.
64,65 Our proposed ion dynamics model agrees with measured electrochemical behavior of ions in porous and nonporous electrodes. In the case of porous CDCs, oxygen groups reduced the densities of ions in pore volumes, which, in turn, allow greater charge mobility during dynamic charge/discharge processes. In agreement with prior results, 40 stronger surface−ion interactions, and greater elastic fraction of neutron scattering, correlated with higher capacitance and ion mobilities. In the case of nonporous CDCs, oxygenated surfaces could not enhance mobilities in nonconfined spaces around flat electrodes. Subsequently oxygen groups decreased areal ion densities and capacitances on external surface ionophilic electrodes.
Computational Analysis and Modeling. Initial MD simulations focused on capacitance of planar surfaces. Figure 9a shows the ion number density and capacitance on defunctionalized and oxidized graphene in an electrochemically neutral state. Figure S10 in SI shows the average values of ion orientations and angles. The angles were defined as (1) ] ions with respect to the surface. Therefore, the hydroxyl group decreased the capacitance of negative electrodes by lowering counterion accumulation densities and decreased the capacitance of positive electrodes by attracting more co-ions into the electrosorbed layer. As shown in Figure  9d , the capacitance of oxidized graphene was lower than the defunctionalized graphene, especially at low potentials. Electrostatic interaction likely dominated the electrode−ion interaction at charged surfaces and decreased contributions from functional groups. These results agreed with electrochemical experiments on GNP electrodes, which showed higher C sp for defunctionalized surfaces.
Subsequent MD simulations compared influences of hydroxyl groups in slit pores. Figure 10a shows the ion number densities inside slit pores under neutral conditions (i.e., identical conditions as neutron scattering experiments ] concentrations decreased by 18% and 12%, respectively, after oxidization; oxidized pores exhibited 15% net lower filling densities than defunctionalized ones.
Under an applied positive voltage (+5.0 μC cm −2 surface charge), the ion number densities and orientation distributions were similar inside defunctionalized and oxidized slit pores (Figure 10b ). The net result yielded slightly lower ion accumulation in oxidized slit pores than in defect-free ones. This finding agreed with experimental square-wave measurements (Figure 3c ). However, an applied negative potential (−5.0 μC cm −2 surface charge) yielded some distinct differences (Figure 10c ). [EMIm + ] was more likely to accumulate near the centers of the slit pores (Figure 10d ), which gave rise to the appearance of a high double peak near the center in the number density distribution and decreased peak heights at 0.35 and 0.75 nm pore widths. As [EMIm + ] moved to the pore centers (Figure 10e ), they adjusted their orientations from parallel to the surface (0°) to vertical to the surface (90°) (Figure 10f The overall result (summarized in 
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